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cholesterol-dependent enrichment 
of understudied erythrocytic stages 
of human Plasmodium parasites
Audrey c. Brown1, christopher c. Moore2 & Jennifer L. Guler1,2*

for intracellular pathogens, the host cell provides needed protection and nutrients. A major 
challenge of intracellular parasite research is collection of high parasite numbers separated from host 
contamination. This situation is exemplified by the malaria parasite, which spends a substantial part 
of its life cycle inside erythrocytes as rings, trophozoites, and schizonts, before egress and reinvasion. 
erythrocytic Plasmodium parasite forms refractory to enrichment remain understudied due to high 
host contamination relative to low parasite numbers. Here, we present a method for separating all 
stages of Plasmodium-infected erythrocytes through lysis and removal of uninfected erythrocytes. 
The Streptolysin O-Percoll (SLOPE) method is effective on previously inaccessible forms, including 
circulating rings from malaria-infected patients and artemisinin-induced quiescent parasites. SLope 
can be used on multiple parasite species, under multiple media formulations, and lacks measurable 
impacts on parasite viability. We demonstrate erythrocyte membrane cholesterol levels modulate the 
preferential lysis of uninfected host cells by SLO, and therefore modulate the effectiveness of SLOPE. 
Targeted metabolomics of SLOPE-enriched ring stage samples confirms parasite-derived metabolites 
are increased and contaminating host material is reduced compared to non-enriched samples. Due to 
consumption of cholesterol by other intracellular bacteria and protozoa, SLope holds potential for 
improving research on organisms beyond Plasmodium.

Malaria, caused by protozoan parasites of the Plasmodium genus, is a continuing threat to global health. A total 
of five Plasmodium species cause malaria in humans, with Plasmodium falciparum being responsible for the large 
majority of malaria morbidity and mortality1. While the global malaria burden has decreased over the past dec-
ade, the emergence and spread of antimalarial resistant Plasmodium threatens to undo this progress and empha-
sizes the dire need to understand more about the biology of this parasite. The current World Health Organization 
recommendation for treatment of malaria is artemisinin combination therapy2. However, clinical resistance has 
now been reported to both artemisinin and almost all of its partner drugs3–5.

All symptoms of malaria, including cyclical fevers and hypoglycemia, occur due to the asexual replication 
cycle of the parasite within human erythrocytes (Fig. 1a). Parasites undergo rounds of replication progressing 
from the ring stage, to trophozoites and schizonts, before rupturing from host erythrocytes to release merozoites, 
which go on to invade new erythrocytes and continue the cycle of infection6. Many studies aiming to understand 
the biology of asexual Plasmodium are performed only on late stage parasite samples (trophozoites and schizonts). 
This is due in part to the larger biomass of these stages but also to the existence of effective enrichment methods7; 
erythrocytes infected with late stage parasites can be separated from uninfected erythrocytes by density gradient 
centrifugation or by using the paramagnetic properties of hemozoin, a byproduct of parasite maturation. The 
ability to enrich for late stages, thus limiting noise from excess uninfected erythrocytes, has fueled the recent 
explosion of omics-based studies of late stage P. falciparum biology and antimalarial drug action8–16.

The lack of an effective enrichment method dramatically limits our ability to study ring stage parasites, as 
well as ring-derived forms. For example, recent proteomics and metabolomics studies of this early erythrocytic 
P. falciparum show the heavy influence of host metabolites in non-enriched preparations, which contributes to 
variability between samples and obscures parasite phenotypes15,17,18. This limitation is particularly acute when 
dealing with material directly from malaria patients as only ring forms of P. falciparum are collected during blood 
draws19, and there is a high ratio of uninfected host cells to parasite-infected cells (typically 100: <4)20. Ample 
access to clinically-relevant parasites is important for the study of antimalarial resistance especially in the context 
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of artemisinin, which impacts rings differently than later stages through the induction of quiescence21–23. This 
impactful biological discovery highlights the need to improve upstream purification steps for the study of ring 
stage biology.

In this study, we present a method for the enrichment of viable asexual Plasmodium-infected erythrocytes, 
including ring stage-infected cells, that is simple to employ, rapid, and non-toxic to the parasite. This method can 
be scaled to the needs of individual experiments without compromising these attributes. We show that the effec-
tive removal of uninfected erythrocytes is unaffected by standard culture media formulations and is conserved 
across multiple Plasmodium species and parasite sources, further highlighting utility for a range of experimental 
needs. To our knowledge, this is the first enrichment method that is effective on ring stage parasites to increase 
parasitemia (the percentage of erythrocytes infected with a parasite) and reduce host erythrocyte contamination. 
The “SLOPE” enrichment method offers a tool to increase research quality in virtually all areas of Plasmodium 
asexual parasite research.

Results
A two-step SLOPE protocol effectively enriches ring-infected erythrocytes. We developed the 
Streptolysin-O (SLO)–Percoll-based protocol (termed SLOPE) for enrichment of ring stage P. falciparum infected 
erythrocytes (Fig. 1b, see Materials and Methods and Supplementary Method S1 for protocol details). SLO is a 
pore forming toxin that preferentially lyses uninfected erythrocytes, leaving the large majority of infected eryth-
rocytes intact24. Using the protocol outlined by Jackson, et al. with slight modifications, we were able to achieve 
levels of lysis discrimination for erythrocyte populations that were comparable to this original report (93.4% 
and 9.9% lysis of uninfected and infected erythrocytes, respectively, Fig. 2a, yellow highlight). In addition to 
reproducing lysis levels, we quantified uninfected and infected erythrocyte lysis across a gradient of SLO concen-
trations. More complete lysis of uninfected cells (>99%) was obtained at the cost of greater infected erythrocyte 
lysis by increasing SLO quantity. For example, we found that 47U of SLO leads to >99% lysis of uninfected eryth-
rocytes and 40% lysis of infected erythrocytes (Fig. 2a, grey highlight). Additionally, we show that SLO favors 
uninfected erythrocyte lysis irrespective of parasite line or culture media (Fig. 2a; Supplementary Fig. S1). SLO 
showed comparable lysis discrimination between uninfected and infected erythrocytes in parasites grown in two 
common media formulations, RPMI 1640 supplemented with AlbuMAX II or RPMI 1640 supplemented with 
20% human serum (Fig. 2a, maximum difference between uninfected and infected erythrocyte lysis: AlbuMAX 
supplementation = 83.5%; serum supplementation = 81.3%). Furthermore, SLO lysis showed considerable 
discrimination between uninfected and infected erythrocytes for both P. falciparum and the zoonotic species, 
Plasmodium knowlesi (Fig. 2a).

After treatment with SLO, parasite samples contained a mixture of primarily lysed erythrocyte membranes 
(from uninfected erythrocyte lysis), termed ghosts, and intact erythrocytes (enriched in infected erythrocytes) 
(Fig. 1b2). For the second part of the enrichment protocol, we exploited the difference in density of intact eryth-
rocytes and ghost membranes to separate the two populations (Fig. 1b3). We found that intact erythrocytes travel 
through a 60% Percoll gradient during centrifugation while erythrocyte ghosts remained above the Percoll layer 
(Figs. 1b4, 3). Collection of the intact erythrocyte population leads to a sample with up to a greater than 20-fold 

Figure 1. SLOPE enrichment overview. (a) The asexual replication cycle of Plasmodium occurs inside 
erythrocytes. Both P. falciparum and P. knowlesi, which take 48 and 24 hours, respectively, to complete the 
replication cycle, can be propagated in vitro indefinitely. (b1) Hemolytic activity of Streptolysin-O (SLO) was 
assessed on uninfected erythrocytes to define a unit (the amount of SLO necessary for 50% lysis of 50 μl of 
uninfected erythrocytes at 2% hematocrit in PBS for 30 min at 37 oC). (b2) Ring stage synchronized cultures 
were treated with a defined quantity of SLO units to preferentially lyse uninfected erythrocytes. (b3) SLO 
treated samples were layered over a 60% Percoll gradient and centrifuged to separate lysed ghosts from intact 
cells. (b4) The upper layer of Percoll containing lysed ghosts was discarded while the lower, intact, infected 
erythrocyte enriched fraction was collected. Uninfected erythrocytes, red circles; Infected erythrocytes, red 
circles with black dots; lysed membranous ghosts, white circle with dashed outline.
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increase in the parasite to erythrocyte membrane ratio. In one representative trial, we demonstrate enrichment 
of ring stage samples to a final parasitemia over 80% (22-fold increase over starting parasitemia, Fig. 2b). Higher 
levels of enrichment were attainable with higher amounts of SLO (up to 48-fold with 55 units of SLO, Fig. 2c) but 
this is at the cost of parasite material (up to ~40% of infected erythrocytes, Fig. 2a).

We performed SLOPE on mixed stage populations to determine whether our protocol biases enrichment of 
certain asexual stages. We found that SLOPE enrichment of lightly synchronized cultures (i.e. contains rings and 
some residual trophozoites) did not result in any alteration of the ring to trophozoite proportion (Supplementary 
Fig. S2). SLOPE enrichment was also unbiased when performed on asynchronous cultures (includes rings, tro-
phozoites, and schizonts). However, the protocol did result in a non-significant drop in schizont percentage 
(Supplementary Fig. S2). Centrifugation and washes likely lysed fragile schizont-infected erythrocytes resulting 
in partial loss of the schizont population. Further, SLOPE was effective on rings very early in the erythrocytic 
cycle (0–3 h post-invasion). Early rings showed an average of 16-fold enrichment in parasitemia following SLOPE 
(Untreated: 0.88% ± 0.061%; SLOPE 13.9% ± 0.64%).

Next, we employed immunofluorescence detection of erythrocyte components to confirm that Percoll gradi-
ent density centrifugation removed ghost erythrocyte membranes from SLO treated samples (Fig. 3). Specifically, 
we visualized all erythrocyte membranes through detection of an external erythrocyte surface protein (CD235a); 
we identified ghosts through detection of an intra-erythrocyte protein (spectrin). Untreated (control) samples 
contain high erythrocyte membrane to parasite ratios (~100:1 due to ~1% parasitemia) as expected, and almost 
all membranes (>99%) were in the form of intact cells (spectrin negative, Fig. 3a,b). All erythrocyte membranes 
in samples treated with a nondiscriminatory lytic agent (saponin) were lysed ghosts (spectrin positive); however, 
the same high erythrocyte membrane to parasite ratio (100:1) that was observed in untreated samples persisted. 
In samples treated only with SLO (no Percoll gradient centrifugation), a subset of cells enriched for infected 
erythrocytes remained intact (1 of the 4 erythrocytes in Fig. 3a). However, the considerable lysed erythrocyte 
population remained, leaving the erythrocyte membrane to parasite ratio at 100:1. Complete SLOPE enrich-
ment demonstrated the effectiveness of Percoll centrifugation for separating ghosts and intact cells by removing 
this lysed erythrocyte population, leaving a >99% intact erythrocyte population that is enriched for parasites 
(25-fold decrease in the erythrocyte membrane to parasite ratio; starting of 100:1, final of 4:1). Image quantifica-
tion revealed that <0.2% of erythrocytes in SLOPE enriched samples were ghosts (Fig. 3b).

Figure 2. SLOPE enriches ring stage Plasmodium parasites irrespective of species or media formulation. 
(a) SLO lysis of uninfected erythrocytes (uRBCs) and infected erythrocytes (iRBCs) from (left) ring-stage 
synchronized P. falciparum grown in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 20% human serum (N = 6; 3 replicates 
each of lines Hb3 and K1), (middle) RPMI 1640 supplemented with Albumax II (N = 9; 3 replicates each 
of lines Hb3, K1, and MRA 1240), and asynchronous P. knowlesi grown in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 
Albumax II (N = 3). (b) SYBR-Green based flow cytometry measurements before and after SLOPE enrichment. 
Flow plots show single cells within the erythrocyte size range. The infected erythrocyte fraction (“iRBCs”) is 
denoted within the dashed red gate. (c) Parasitemia fold increase upon treatment with increasing SLO units 
relative to untreated controls. Represented samples were grown in RPMI 1640 supplemented with Albumax II 
(N = 9; 3 replicates each of lines Hb3, K1, and MRA 1240). All error bars represent S.E.M.
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parasites retain full viability after SLope enrichment. We sought to test the effect of SLOPE enrich-
ment on parasite metabolism and viability. First, parasites were stained with a mitochondrial membrane poten-
tial dependent dye to determine the fraction of metabolically active parasites. The percentage of parasites with 
an active mitochondrial membrane potential was not significantly different between SLOPE enriched samples 
and untreated controls (untreated = 97%, SLOPE = 94%, p = 0.46, Fig. 4a). To assess parasite viability on a 
longer-term scale, we monitored parasite growth following SLOPE enrichment. This was accomplished by dilut-
ing SLOPE enriched parasites with fresh erythrocytes to reduce parasitemia to appropriate levels for culture 
(<5%). When compared to that of parasitemia-matched non-enriched, untreated flasks, the growth rate of par-
asites from SLOPE enriched samples showed no growth defects over the time period measured (6 days for P. 
falciparum; 3 days for P. knowlesi) (Fig. 4b; Supplementary Fig. S3) nor was staging shifted over this time by 
SLOPE treatment (Supplementary Fig. S3). Ring stage parasites retained normal morphology following SLOPE 
enrichment, further providing evidence that SLOPE enrichment did not damage parasites (Fig. 4c).

SLope-enriched samples exhibit increased parasite metabolites. We hypothesized that a reduc-
tion of excess erythrocyte ghosts following SLOPE will lead to increased parasite signal, especially in ring stage 
samples. In order to investigate this impact, we compared synchronous ring stage P. falciparum parasites that 
were either untreated or SLOPE enriched by 15-fold using a plate-based targeted metabolomics platform that 
detects and quantifies up to 180 defined small molecules (N = 4 per condition, 3 × 108 erythrocytes per repli-
cate) (Fig. 5a). One hundred and sixteen metabolites were detected in at least 50% of samples, representing 11 
acylcarnitines, 17 amino acids, 5 polyamines, 69 glycerophospholipids, and 14 sphingolipids. Principal compo-
nent analysis revealed distinct separation of untreated and SLOPE samples indicating a clear contribution of the 
increased concentration of parasite metabolites (Fig. 5b). In general, lipids contribute heavily to the separation of 
untreated and SLOPE groups with phosphatidylcholines having a large impact on the metabolic differentiation of 
the two groups (Supplementary Table S1), which is in line with the observation that this lipid class is dramatically 
increased in infected erythrocytes25.

Thirty-two metabolites were significantly different between untreated and SLOPE groups after multiple 
testing correction (Table 1). While some conservation of metabolites was expected due to the persistence of 
erythrocyte membranes, metabolites that significantly differed between groups reflected expected biological dif-
ferences associated with increased parasite signal. SLOPE enriched samples exhibited a substantial increase in 12 

Figure 3. Validation of ghost separation from intact erythrocytes by Percoll step. (a) Intact erythrocytes are 
shown as CD235a (red) positive and spectrin (green) negative. Lysed erythrocytes, termed ghosts, are shown 
as CD235a and spectrin double positive (yellow in merge). All images show ring-stage P. falciparum line MRA 
1240 parasites stained with SYBR Green (cyan). 40X Magnification; bar represents 10 µm. Saponin samples were 
treated with 0.15% saponin for 5 minutes. SLO samples were treated with 40U of SLO for 6 minutes but were 
not centrifuged through a Percoll gradient. SLOPE samples were also treated with 40U SLO but were subjected 
to Percoll gradient centrifugation. (b) Proportions of lysed ghosts and intact erythrocytes quantified from 
fluorescence microscopy imaging across different treatments using SYBR Green dye and CD235a and spectrin 
antibodies (N = 3; 400 erythrocytes per condition per preparation, error bars represent S.E.M.).
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Figure 4. SLOPE enriched parasites remain viable. (a) Mitoprobe DiIC1 (5) mitochondrial membrane potential 
(MMP) measurements obtained by flow cytometry in untreated and SLOPE enriched ring-stage P. falciparum 
line MRA 1240 parasites (N = 3, error bars represent S.E.M.). (b) Six days of P. falciparum line MRA 1240 
parasite growth from untreated controls or SLOPE enriched samples diluted with uninfected erythrocytes (N = 
4, error bars represent S.E.M.). (c) Ring and early trophozoite stage P. falciparum line Dd2 infected erythrocytes 
visualized by Giemsa-stain at 100X magnification; bar represents 10 µm.

Figure 5. SLOPE enrichment increases detection of ring stage parasite metabolome. (a) Pipeline outlining 
metabolomics sample preparation and analysis. (1) Ring-stage synchronized P. falciparum Dd2 cultures were 
split into two fractions: one portion was taken for the untreated group and one portion was SLOPE enriched. 
(2) Equal numbers of erythrocytes from untreated and SLOPE groups were saponin lysed and washed to 
remove cytosolic erythrocyte metabolites. (3) Metabolism of the resulting pellet containing erythrocyte ghosts 
and parasites was quenched and metabolites were extracted. (4) Metabolites were identified and quantified 
from extracts using the AbsoluteIDQ p180 kit. These data were log transformed, centered, and scaled prior to 
statistical analysis. (b) Principal component analysis was performed on all metabolites detected in at least 50% 
of samples. Significance between untreated and SLOPE groups was determined by perMANOVA: p = 0.037. 
Ellipses show 95% confidence intervals.
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glycerophospholipids and 3 sphingolipids (3.13 and 5.64 average fold change, respectively, Table 1), which was 
likely due to the contribution of parasite membranes and other lipid-containing structures in parasitized eryth-
rocytes26. Twelve amino acids were higher in SLOPE samples (14.8 average fold change, Table 1), indicative of the 
breakdown of hemoglobin by the parasite into free amino acids27. Additionally, metabolites of the polyamine syn-
thesis pathway, which is active in the parasite28,29, were dramatically increased (10.3 average fold change, Table 1).

SLope enriches clinical samples in a cholesterol dependent manner. In order to determine the 
utility of SLOPE for the enrichment of clinical P. falciparum parasites, which predominantly circulate as ring 
stages, we tested SLO lytic discrimination between infected and uninfected erythrocyte populations directly from 
human patients. Contrary to results with in vitro propagated parasites (Fig. 2a), patient erythrocytes demon-
strated reduced SLO lytic discrimination (Fig. 6a, left panel). However, short-term (6 h) incubation of clinical 
samples in complete media (RPMI with 20% human serum) greatly increased SLO lytic discrimination, thereby 
decreasing parasite loss leading to a higher possible final parasitemia (Fig. 6a, right panel). Restoring SLO dis-
crimination occurred with as little as 4 h of ex vivo incubation but the benefit peaked at ~6 h (Supplementary 
Fig. S4).

We hypothesized that the reduced SLO lytic discrimination observed in samples upon immediate acquisition 
from patients was due to the increased abundance of cholesterol in vivo compared to in vitro media formula-
tions. As expected, the in vivo environment contained cholesterol at concentrations up to ~250 times higher than 

Metabolites BH adjusted p-value SLOPE/Control

Polyamines x̄ = 10.3

Putrescine* 0.000848 13.9

Spermidine* 0.000848 11.5

Spermine* 0.00796 5.53

Amino Acids x̄ = 14.8

Alanine 0.0296 13.2

Arginine* 0.0204 6.94

Asparagine 0.0125 12.3

Aspartic Acid 0.0380 20.3

Glutamic Acid 0.0204 25.0

Lysine 0.0380 3.14

Ornithine* 0.0287 2.73

Phenylalanine 0.0204 8.11

Serine 0.0485 8.92

Threonine 0.0204 17.3

Tyrosine 0.0204 20.8

Valine 0.0170 38.7

Glycerophospholipids x̄ = 3.13

lysoPC.a.C16:0 0.0485 1.70

lysoPC.a.C17:0 0.0313 1.40

lysoPC.a.C18:1 0.0249 2.67

lysoPC.a.C18:2 0.0204 3.74

PC.aa.C32.0 0.0290 5.91

PC.aa.C36.1 0.0380 5.29

PC.aa.C38.5 0.0485 3.10

PC.aa.C40.4 0.0289 3.57

PC.ae.C38.0 0.0380 2.36

PC.ae.C38.3 0.0287 2.61

PC.ae.C40.1 0.0447 2.79

PC.ae.C40.4 0.0204 2.40

Sphingolipids x̄ = 5.64

SM.C24.0 0.0290 7.44

SM..OH..C24.1 0.0380 4.58

SM.C24.1 0.0445 4.91

Acylcarnitines x̄ = 2.19

C2 0.0380 3.78

C16 0.0447 0.60

Table 1. SLOPE enrichment leads to significant differences in detection of the ring stage metabolome. 
*Denotes metabolites in the polyamine synthesis pathway.
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those found in vitro (Supplementary Table S2). To test the exchange of cholesterol between serum and erythro-
cyte membranes, we compared the SLO lysis of laboratory P. falciparum grown in complete media to parasites 
grown in complete media supplemented with cholesterol (Fig. 6b). This artificial addition of cholesterol led to 
the predicted increase in infected erythrocyte SLO lysis, closely mimicking the reduced SLO lytic discrimination 
observed upon immediate acquisition of clinical samples from patients (47.5% lysis and 47.8% lysis in clinical 
ex vivo and cholesterol supplemented in vitro samples, respectively, when treated with ~30U SLO; Fig. 6, black 
circles).

SLope enriches in vitro-derived quiescent parasites. A low frequency of ring stage P. falciparum 
parasites has been reported to enter a quiescent state upon artemisinin treatment. In order to explore the effec-
tiveness of our enrichment method on non-traditional erythrocytic forms of the parasite, we treated parasites 
with dihydroartemisinin (DHA), removed actively growing parasites daily, and then performed SLOPE to enrich 
the remaining metabolically quiescent parasites. When quiescent parasites were quantified using flow cytome-
try (SYBR-Green positive/MitoProbe positive), we detected an enrichment in quiescent parasites by >100-fold 
(pre-enrichment: undetectable but estimated based on previous studies to be ~0.005 quiescent parasites/100 
erythrocytes30; post-enrichment: 1 quiescent parasite/100 erythrocytes). Quiescent parasites were also readily vis-
ually identifiable in SLOPE enriched samples under microscopy (Fig. 7a, SYBR-Green/MitoTracker Red positive). 
When compared to untreated rings, quiescent parasites showed reduced MMP staining area, indicative of the 
condensed cytoplasm and reduced metabolism seen in quiescence31,32. While quiescent parasites were enriched 
by the removal of uninfected erythrocyte material, erythrocytes containing dead parasites were also enriched by 
this process (Fig. 7a,b, SYBR-Green positive, Mitotracker/Mitoprobe negative parasites). However, live, quiescent 
parasites appeared to be enriched at considerably higher rates compared to their dead counterparts. Specifically, 
the dead parasite population experienced less than 10-fold enrichment (1.2% immediately pre-SLOPE versus 
9.1% post-SLOPE), whereas mentioned above, quiescent-infected erythrocytes were enriched by >100-fold. 
Overall, ~one-tenth of total enriched parasites (SYBR-Green positive events) were quiescent (Mitoprobe positive 
events) (Fig. 7b), despite estimates that <<1% of all parasites enter quiescence upon DHA treatment30.

Figure 6. SLOPE is effective on clinical samples in a cholesterol dependent manner. (a) SLO lysis of 
erythrocytes from P. falciparum infected patients either directly isolated from the patient (0 h) or after 6 h of 
incubation in complete media (RPMI supplemented with 20% serum). N = 3 patients. Error bars represent 
S.E.M. (b) SLO lysis of laboratory P. falciparum either grown for 48 h in complete media or complete media 
supplemented with 4 mM cholesterol saturated mβCD. N = 6 (left; 3 replicates each of lines Hb3 and K1); N = 3 
(right; line Hb3). Error bars represent S.E.M. Black circles in selected graphs show iRBC lysis at 27U SLO.
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Discussion
For the first time, we can achieve considerable parasite enrichment of all asexual stages, including rings, that 
is effective across a variety of conditions and Plasmodium species (Figs. 1 and 2), as well as on understudied 
ring-related populations (clinical isolates, Fig. 6; quiescent forms, Fig. 7). Our two-part SLOPE enrichment relies 
on the cholesterol-dependent lysis of uninfected erythrocytes, followed by the exploitation of density differences 
between a parasite-rich intact population and a ghost population of primarily uninfected erythrocyte membranes 
(Figs. 3 and 6). Importantly, resulting enriched infected erythrocytes maintain active metabolism and growth 
(Figs. 4 and 5; Table 1).

The SLOPE method expands on a discovery made over a decade ago24 and integrates our metabolic knowl-
edge about the parasite. Plasmodium species lack the ability to synthesize cholesterol de novo and therefore, the 
parasite scavenges this lipid from host erythrocyte membranes33. This scavenging likely leads to the lower levels 
of cholesterol observed in infected erythrocyte plasma membranes26. Upon discovery of the preferential action of 
SLO on uninfected erythrocytes, reduced levels of cholesterol in the membranes was proposed as the mechanism 
of discrimination24. Our study on parasites from a cholesterol rich environment and the impact of cholesterol 
addition on SLOPE effectiveness add validity to this hypothesis (Fig. 6b). We showed that when parasites were 
isolated from the human patient (100% serum), SLO discrimination was nominal. Since cholesterol is readily 
exchanged between the serum environment and erythrocyte membranes34, we predict that this result is due to 
the replenishment of parasite-scavenged cholesterol in the erythrocyte membrane (Fig. 8). While enrichment of 
parasites directly from the bloodstream of a patient is possible, this is at the expense of parasite number (Fig. 6a, 
Supplementary Fig. S4). Fortunately, parasite loss can be minimized with a short-term incubation in the labo-
ratory to reduce erythrocyte membrane cholesterol levels; the limited duration (≤6 h) and use of 20% human 
serum during this step will likely allow parasites to maintain in vivo qualities (e.g. transcription and metabolic 
program). Further studies will be required to determine if this is the case. Additionally, our demonstration of 
SLOPE enrichment on rings within 3 hours of invasion indicates cholesterol changes on the host erythrocyte 
membrane occur upon invasion or shortly thereafter, further revealing the dynamics of cholesterol exchange in 
this system.

SLOPE shows utility for the enrichment of non-traditional populations of Plasmodium parasites that were 
previously understudied due to limited accessibility. In previous studies, clinical parasites were often fully adapted 
to in vitro culture to generate enough material for characterization35,36. This is not ideal considering parasite pop-
ulations are altered by the selective pressure and environmental changes upon transition to in vitro culture37–39. 
Further, a sizeable portion of clinical isolates fail entirely to adapt to in vitro conditions40. With the direct enrich-
ment of parasites from patients, many studies can now be performed with minimal perturbations (see above) or 
without culture adaptation entirely.

Another form of P. falciparum that remains understudied is the artemisinin-induced quiescent state that is 
somewhat analogous to persister cells seen in bacteria41. Populations of both quiescent parasites and bacterial 
persisters demonstrate arrested growth leading to decreased susceptibility in the face of stressful conditions, such 
as drug treatment. Quiescent and persister metabolic states share similarities as well, including downregulation of 

Figure 7. SLOPE is effective on DHA-induced quiescent parasites. (a) Erythrocytes are shown by CD235a 
staining and P. falciparum MRA 1238 parasites are shown by SYBR Green. Within the DHA-treated image, a 
dead parasite (left) failed to accumulate MitoTracker Deep Red, while two quiescent parasites accumulated 
MitoTracker Deep Red. 63X magnification; bar represents 10 µm. (b) Flow cytometry plot measuring quiescent 
parasites as SYBR Green and Mitoprobe double positive events. Dead parasites are SYBR Green positive, but 
Mitoprobe negative; uninfected erythrocytes (uRBCs) are SYBR Green and Mitoprobe double negative. iRBC = 
infected erythrocyte.
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DNA replication, tRNA synthesis, and oxidative metabolism but maintenance of fatty acid synthesis42. Following 
stressor removal, both populations have the ability to resume growth leading to a recrudescent infection. Parasite 
recrudescence following quiescence presents a challenge to the efficacy of antimalarial therapies. Yet, the rarity 
of quiescent parasites following drug treatment (<<1% of all parasites30) limits the study of this phenomenon. 
Excitingly, SLOPE enrichment increases the parasitemia of quiescent parasites to readily detectable levels (~1%) 
through both the reduction of uninfected erythrocytes and the partial reduction of erythrocytes containing dead 
parasites (Fig. 7). At detectable levels, it is feasible to further enrich quiescent parasite populations using other 
methods (i.e. fluorescence activated cell sorting). The increased enrichment preference for live, quiescent para-
sites over dead parasites is likely due to the loss of cholesterol metabolism in parasites upon death. While quies-
cent parasites down-regulate many aspects of metabolism31, these data indicate that quiescent parasites continue 
the utilization of cholesterol.

The utility of SLOPE enrichment in increasing access to both in vitro rings and non-traditional para-
site forms (quiescent parasites and clinical rings) will reduce many of the previous barriers to high-quality 
Plasmodium research. Lack of an effective enrichment method for ring stage Plasmodium has led to considerable 
host-contributed noise in samples, limiting the success of sensitive downstream analyses such as proteomics and 
metabolomics. Specifically, our previous work demonstrated that characteristics of the erythrocyte batch con-
tributed to the resultant ring parasite metabolome as heavily as drug treatment17. Additionally, erythrocyte noise 
stymied previous ring stage metabolomics and proteomics experiments as parasite-derived signals could not 
reliably be determined over the host erythrocyte contribution15,17,18. Since parasitemia was low in these studies 
(~1–5 parasites per 100 erythrocytes), this was undoubtedly due to the high number of erythrocyte ghost mem-
branes that remained in the preparations. SLOPE significantly reduces the number of ghosts in our preparations, 
thus drastically increasing parasitemia (up to >80% in some cases, Fig. 2b). We directly observed this increase in 
parasite specific metabolites over the host erythrocyte noise using targeted metabolomics (Fig. 5b, Table 1). Most 
notably, we detected an increase in metabolites of the polyamine synthesis pathway that was proportional to the 
parasite enrichment level (mean of ~10-fold and 15-fold, respectively). Uninfected erythrocytes lack the machin-
ery necessary for polyamine synthesis and contain only low levels of putrescine, spermidine, and spermine43. 
However, polyamine levels are much higher in proliferating cell, such as Plasmodium, which both scavenge and 
synthesize polyamines28,29. Given the association between parasite number and polyamine concentration, we 
propose to use this group of metabolites as a quality control marker for parasite-derived metabolites in future 
metabolomics investigations.

The SLOPE method has several advantages for the isolation of material to be used for sensitive downstream 
analyses. Firstly, our method can be performed rapidly (~30–40 min). This is equal to or faster than the amount 
of time needed to perform the field-accepted purification method for isolation of late stage parasites by mag-
netic column purification (~30 min to 1 hr). The rapid purification ensures the cellular state of samples is as 

Figure 8. Proposed mechanism for decreased susceptibility of infected erythrocytes to SLO lysis. Upon 
invasion of an erythrocyte, the parasite salvages host membrane cholesterol leading to lower cholesterol levels 
on the infected erythrocyte surface (top of diagram). During in vitro incubation in conditions with sub-
physiological cholesterol levels, cholesterol remains low via continued parasite scavenging. Upon exposure 
physiological levels of cholesterol, such as in vivo, the exchange of cholesterol between plasma and erythrocytes 
restores erythrocyte cholesterol to near pre-invasion levels.
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close as possible to the true phenotype. Secondly, this method is highly scalable and can be used on culture 
amounts that range from a fraction of a milliliter to combined pools of many flasks (hundreds of milliliters). 
Finally, SLOPE enrichment is facile and only requires access to a few reagents and a standard centrifuge. While 
a fluorescence-based flow cytometer and an automated brightfield cell counter were used to perform the exper-
iments in this paper, less costly devices, such as a microscope and hemocytometer, respectively, can be used. 
The addition of SLOPE to our laboratory toolset will be useful not only for proteomic and metabolomics studies 
(see above) but also genomic and transcriptomic analyses. Reduction of contaminating host DNA and RNA that 
remain associated with erythrocytes relative to parasite material will lead to increased sequencing coverage par-
ticularly in clinical samples, which contain a considerable human contribution44.

One caveat of this method may be the cost of SLO lytic agent. Researchers seeking to regularly enrich large 
quantities of parasites may consider in-house isolation of SLO from Streptococcus pyogenes culture or recombi-
nant SLO expression in Escherichia coli in place of purchasing commercially available SLO. An additional caveat 
of SLOPE enrichment is the loss of parasite material. However, due to the scalability of this method, starting 
material can be increased to compensate for this loss. When sample material is limited, researchers may wish 
to use lower quantities of SLO to minimize lysis of infected erythrocytes. The efficacy of SLOPE enrichment on 
multiple Plasmodium species, increases the utility of this method. However, only infected human erythrocytes 
were tested in this study. The use of SLOPE on non-human erythrocytes, such as P. knowlesi-infected macaque 
erythrocytes, may require additional optimization.

With SLOPE enrichment as a tool, researchers can more accurately study the ring stage of the Plasmodium 
erythrocytic cycle. Improvements in our understanding of parasite biology will lead to more effective treatments 
for this deadly disease. Beyond this use, SLOPE has the potential to be extended to other intracellular parasites 
and cell types. Many Apicomplexan parasites scavenge cholesterol from host cells. For example, asexual replica-
tion of Toxoplasma gondii within nucleated cells requires cholesterol scavenging with cholesterol being trans-
ferred from the host cell membrane to the parasitophorous vacuole immediately upon invasion45. This presents 
the possibility that other cells types infected with cholesterol scavenging parasites will also display increased 
resistance to SLO lysis. Further, SLO causes cholesterol dependent membrane lysis in cell types other than eryth-
rocytes46,47. Thus, the SLOPE method shows potential for the enrichment of cells infected with other intracel-
lular, cholesterol-scavenging pathogens, including Toxoplasma, Cryptosporidium, Theileria, Chlamydia, and 
Mycobacterium.

Materials and Methods
parasites and growth. Plasmodium falciparum lines (MRA-155 (Hb3), MRA-159 (K1), MRA 150 (Dd2), 
MRA 1240, and MRA 1238, use of respective lines are indicated in figure legends) were obtained from the Malaria 
Research and Reference Reagent Resource Center (MR4, BEI Resources); The human erythrocyte-adapted 
Plasmodium knowlesi line (yH148) was a gift from Manoj Duraisingh (Harvard University T.H. Chan School 
of Public Health). Plasmodium cultures were maintained in A+ human erythrocytes (Valley Biomedical, 
Winchester, VA) at 3% hematocrit in RPMI 1640 HEPES (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO) supplemented with either 
0.5% Albmumax II Lipid-Rich BSA (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO) and 50 mg/L hypoxanthine (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, MA) or with 20% heat inactivated human serum (cRPMI) (Valley Biomedical, Winchester, 
VA). Cultures were grown at 37 °C under 5% oxygen, 5% carbon dioxide, 90% nitrogen gas49. Dilution of cultures 
with uninfected erythrocytes to maintain parasitemia at <5% was performed every other day as was changing 
of culture medium. Parasitemia was determined by flow cytometry using SYBR-Green staining50. Cultures were 
confirmed negative for mycoplasma monthly using a LookOut Mycoplasma PCR detection kit (Sigma Aldrich, 
St Louis, MO).

Parasites from infected patients were obtained from adults admitted to the University of Virginia Health 
System with clinical malaria. All patients had a recent history of travel to a malaria-endemic African country, and 
P. falciparum infection was clinically determined by a positive rapid diagnostic test and peripheral blood smear 
analysis. Samples were obtained within 24 h of phlebotomy and washed twice with RPMI 1640 HEPES to remove 
white blood cells. Erythrocytes were then either immediately used for experiments or kept under short-term in 
vitro culture conditions in cRPMI.

ethical approval and waiver for informed consent. Ethical approval for this study was provided by 
the University of Virginia Institutional Review Board for Health Sciences Research. All samples were handled in 
accordance with approved protocols and carried out in agreement with ethical standards of the Declaration of 
Helsinki. A waiver for informed consent was provided by the University of Virginia Institutional Review Board 
for Health Sciences Research as our study design met the following criteria: (1) The research involves minimal 
risk to subjects. (2) The waiver will not adversely affect the rights and welfare of subjects. (3) The research could 
not practicably be carried out without the waiver. (4) Where appropriate, subjects will be provided with additional 
information.

SLo activation and storage. Streptolyisn-O (SLO, Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO) activation was performed 
as previously described24. Following activation, SLO was stored in aliquots at −20 °C until use. Hemolytic units 
(U) of each SLO batch were quantified from a stored aliquot; one unit equals the amount of SLO necessary for 
50% lysis of 50 μl uninfected erythrocytes at 2% hematocrit in PBS for 30 min at 37 °C. Hemolytic activity was 
recurrently assessed (approximately monthly) in triplicate to control for SLO degradation over time and varying 
cholesterol levels contributed by different media batches.

SLope enrichment. When required, P. falciparum cultures were synchronized to the ring stage prior to 
enrichment using one round of 5% D-sorbitol (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO)51. SLO lysis was performed as 
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previously described but with modifications24 (Fig. 1b; Supplementary Method S1). Briefly, erythrocyte density 
was measured using a Cellometer Auto T4 (Nexcelom Biosciences, Lawrence, MA). Cell density was adjusted to 
2 × 109 erythrocytes/mL. The desired amount of SLO (between 0U and 55U) was added in a ratio of 2 parts SLO 
solution to 5 parts erythrocytes. Samples were mixed well by pipetting and incubated at room temperature for 
precisely 6 min. Five-10 volumes of 1X PBS or non-cholesterol containing media (ex. RPMI 1640 HEPES) were 
added and cells were centrifuged at 2,500 × g for 3 min. After removal of the supernatant, cells were washed twice 
more with 1X PBS or non-cholesterol containing media. Following SLO lysis, cells suspended in 1X PBS were 
layered onto a 60% Percoll gradient (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO) and centrifuged at 1,500 × g for 5–10 min 
depending on the volume of the gradient. The top layer of Percoll was discarded while the lower cell pellet was 
collected and washed twice with 1X PBS or media.

SLo lysis curves. Plasmodium were treated with a range of SLO units as described above. Flow cytometry 
was used to assess equal volumes of each sample for every experiment on a BD Acurri C6 flow-cytometer (BD 
Biosciences, San Jose, CA.). Total erythrocyte values were obtained by gating for intact erythrocytes based on for-
ward and side scatter. Infected erythrocyte values were obtaining by gating for SYBR-Green positive intact erythro-
cytes. Uninfected erythrocyte values were obtained by subtracting infected erythrocyte values from total erythrocyte 
values. Percent lysis of uninfected and infected erythrocyte populations were determined by comparing the infected 
and uninfected erythrocyte values for each SLO-treated sample in an experiment to the untreated control.

Ghost quantification. CD235a is constitutively present on the erythrocyte outer surface and thus, both 
intact erythrocytes and lysed ghosts are CD235a+. Conversely, spectrin is located in the erythrocyte cytoskeleton 
meaning anti-spectrin cannot access the antibody target in intact erythrocytes. However, pores in lysed erythro-
cyte membranes (saponin or SLO treated) allow passage of antibodies into the erythrocyte cytosolic compartment 
making these cells spectrin+. For fluorescent imaging, unfixed samples (average parasitemia of 1%) were blocked 
with 2% BSA followed by staining in suspension with a 1:100 dilution of mouse anti-alpha I spectrin antibody 
(Abcam, Cambridge, MA) at 2 × 107 erythrocytes/mL. Samples were washed then incubated with the fluores-
cently conjugated secondary antibody, goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 594 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA) at 1:1000 
dilution. Following additional washes, samples were incubated with the fluorescently conjugated CD235a-PE 
antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) at 1:100 and SYBR Green (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
MA) at 1:10,000. A wet mount was prepared on microscope slides, and samples were immediately imaged. Images 
were acquired on an EVOS FL Cell Imaging System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) using RFP, GFP, 
and Texas Red light cubes.

Brightfield microscopy. Slides for brightfield imaging were prepared by fixation in methanol for 1 minute 
prior to the addition of Giemsa stain for 20 minutes (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO). Brightfield images were 
obtained on an Eclipse Ci microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY) using an ImagingSource microscope camera and 
NIS Elements Imaging Software (Nikon, Melville, NY). For parasite stage quantification, slides were prepared for 
brightfield microscopy as described above both prior to and after SLOPE enrichment. Parasites were categorized 
by eye as either a ring, trophozoite, or schizont. In the case of a multiply infected erythrocytes, all parasites were 
counted separately. Gametocytes were excluded from counting.

Enrichment of 0-3 h post-invasion rings. Cultures containing only parasites within 3 hours of invasion 
were generated using a modified version of the “Preparation of 0-3 h post-invasion rings” protocol52. Briefly, 35-mL 
cultures of P. falciparum line Dd2 were grown in vitro at 4% hematocrit with media changes daily to 4% para-
sitemia with ≥50% rings. Cultures were synchronized with 5% D-sorbitol and allowed to progress until the cul-
ture was determined by Giemsa stain to be ≥0.5% schizonts. Schizonts were isolated by layering 4 mL of culture 
over 4 mL 75% Percoll, centrifugation, and collection of the intermediate band. Isolated schizonts were washed 
with media then added to uninfected erythrocytes. Exactly three hours later, a rapid D-sorbitol synchronization 
was performed (10 m at 37 °C followed by 5s vortex) to remove any uninvaded late stage parasites. Cultures were 
then SLOPE enriched using 40U SLO. Data mentioned in the text are mean ± SEM.

Re-culturing of SLope enriched parasites. P. falciparum cultures were synchronized using 5% 
D-sorbitol immediately prior to use. P. knowlesi parasite cultures were left asynchronous. A fraction of culture was 
split to <1% parasitemia and 3% hematocrit to generate an untreated control flask, while the remaining volume 
of culture was enriched according to the SLOPE protocol described above. Following enrichment, the parasite 
density was measured by SYBR-Green based flow cytometry and a “SLOPE” flask was seeded with the number 
of the enriched cells necessary to match the parasite density of the respective untreated control flask. Uninfected 
erythrocytes were added to the SLOPE flask to bring hematocrit up to 3%. The parasitemia of the flasks was 
measured every replication cycle for 3 replication cycles. Untreated and SLOPE flasks were diluted every 48 h to 
maintain parasitemia levels under 5%. For each dilution event, both flasks were subjected to the same dilution 
factor. Percentage of rings in P. falciparum re-culture experiments was determined by SYBR Green-based flow 
cytometry and confirmed by microscopy of Giemsa stained smears. The stage makeup of P. knowlesi re-cultures 
was determined solely by microscopy of Giemsa stained smears. The significance between groups was calculated 
in Graphpad Prism using a paired t-test or a two-way ANOVA where appropriate.

Mitochondrial membrane potential measurements. The mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) 
was assessed using the MitoProbe DiIC1(5) kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). MitoProbe DiIC1(5) 
accumulates in eukaryotic mitochondria in a mitochondrial membrane potential-dependent manner53. The effect 
of SLOPE enrichment on MMP was tested using ring stage synchronized P. falciparum cultures. Following SLOPE 
enrichment, parasites were incubated with 50 nM Mitoprobe DiIC1 (5) in media at ~1 × 106 parasites/mL for 30 
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min at 37 °C. Negative controls were treated with the oxidative phosphorylation uncoupler, Carbonyl cyanide 
m-chlorophenyl hydrazone (CCCP) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Untreated positive controls and 
were assayed alongside enriched samples. Samples were co-stained with SYBR Green and analyzed using 488 
nm (for SYBR-Green) and 640 nm (for Mitoprobe) filters on a BD Accuri C6 flow cytometer. The percentage of 
MMP positive parasites was determined as the ratio of Mitoprobe positive to SYBR-Green positive events. The 
significance between SLOPE treated and untreated groups was calculated in Graphpad Prism using a paired t-test.

targeted metabolomics. P. falciparum parasites were synchronized using D-sorbitol 40 h prior to sample 
collection and again, immediately prior to sample collection. Synchronized cultures at 3% parasitemia were either 
taken directly from culture for untreated samples or were SLOPE enriched to 45% parasitemia. 3.5 × 108 eryth-
rocytes were taken per sample. Samples were lysed in 0.15% saponin as previously described54. A series of three 
wash steps was then performed on all samples using PBS to remove soluble erythrocyte metabolites. Metabolites 
were immediately extracted from the lysed pellet according to the Biocrates p180 Cell Lysis standard operating 
procedures. Briefly, pellets were resuspended in ice-cold ethanol/0.01 M phosphate buffer (85:15, v/v). Samples 
were sonicated for 3 minutes, then snap frozen in liquid nitrogen for 30 seconds. Sonication and freezing were 
repeated followed by a final sonication and centrifugation to pellet insoluble material. The supernatant was taken 
and stored at −80 °C until the day of use (<2 weeks from extraction).

Metabolite extracts were run using the AbsoluteIDQ p180 kit according to the user manual (Biocrates Life Sciences 
AG, Innsbruck, Austria). Samples were added to filter spots in each well along with provided internal standards and 
placed under a gentle stream of nitrogen gas to dry. Fresh phenyl isothiocyanate was then used for derivatization of 
amines, followed again by plate drying under nitrogen gas. Samples were extracted off of the filter spots using 5 mM 
ammonium acetate in methanol. Sample extracts were either diluted 1:2 with water for LC-MS/MS analysis or diluted 
1:50 with the provided flow injection analysis (FIA) mobile phase for FIA-MS/MS analysis. Liquid chromatography 
and mass spectrometry analysis were performed by the University of Virginia Lipidomics and Metabolomics Core. 
Chromatographic separation was performed using ACQUITY UPLC system (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA) 
with an ACQUITY 1.7 μm, 2.1 mm × 75 mm BEH C18 column with an ACQUITY BEH C18 1.7 μm, 2.1 mm × 
5 mm VanGuard pre-column. Samples for both LC-MS/MS and FIA-MS/MS were analyzed on a Xevo TQ-S Mass 
Spectrometer (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA) according to the standard operating procedure provided by Biocrates 
for the AbsoluteIDQ p180kit. All metabolites were identified and quantified against the isotopically labeled internal 
standards. Raw data was computed in MetIDQ version Nitrogen (Biocrates Life Sciences AG, Innsbruck, Austria).

Statistical analysis and visualization of results was performed in R version 3.5.3 with tidyverse, vegan, and 
broom55–57. Only metabolites detected in at least 50% of samples were analyzed (116 metabolites; Supplementary 
Data S1). Concentration values were not normalized post-hoc as equal cell numbers were input for each sample. 
Missing values were replaced with half of the lowest detected value for each metabolite. Values were then log 
transformed, centered, and scaled58. Statistically significant metabolites between SLOPE and untreated groups 
were determined using paired t-tests and the Benjamini and Hochberg method for multiple testing correction. 
Metabolite data and code are available at https://github.com/gulermalaria/SLOPE_Analysis.

cholesterol manipulation and measurement. Methyl-β-cyclodextrin (mβCD) pre-saturated with 
cholesterol was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and dissolved in RPMI 1640 HEPES (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, 
MO) to a concentration of 5 mM. The solution was filtered then diluted with human serum (Valley Biomedical, 
Winchester, VA) to make a final “cholesterol-rich media” with 20% human serum and a final concentration of 
4 mM cholesterol saturated mβCD. P. falciparum parasites were incubated in this cholesterol-rich media for 48 
h. Samples were then taken for SLO lysis curve experiments as described above. Cholesterol levels in media 
formulations were quantified using the Amplex Red Cholesterol Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
MA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The assay was read using a SpectraMax i3x microplate reader 
(Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA) with Invitrogen black-walled, clear-bottom 96-well microplates (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Each replicate measurement of media cholesterol represents a separate heat 
inactivated batch of human plasma (Valley Biomedical, Winchester, VA) or a separate 0.5% AlbuMAX II Lipid 
Rich BSA preparation (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO).

Quiescent parasite analysis. Quiescent parasites were generated using the modified Teuscher, et al. pro-
tocol as described by Breglio, et al.22,30. Briefly, synchronized P. falciparum cultures were treated with 700 nM 
dihydroartemisinin (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO) in DMSO for 6 h. Cells were washed three times with RPMI to 
remove drug before being resuspended in media and returned to culture conditions. Cultures were then treated 
with D-sorbitol every 24 hours for the following 72 hours to remove any actively growing parasites that did not 
enter quiescence. Immediately following the final sorbitol treatment, flasks were split into two aliquots. One 
aliquot was left unenriched to serve as the control, while the second aliquot was SLOPE enriched with 55 SLO 
units as described above. A portion of both untreated and SLOPE samples was then stained with SYBR-Green and 
MitoProbe DiIC1(5) as described above for flow cytometry analysis. The remainder of each untreated and SLOPE 
sample was stained for fluorescence microscopy as described below.

fluorescence microscopy. Unenriched and SLOPE enriched samples containing quiescent parasites 
were stained with anti-CD235a-PE antibody, (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) at 1:100 and 50 nM 
MitoTracker Red (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) at 37 °C under 5% CO2 for 30 min. SYBR-Green 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was added for the last 15 min of incubation at 1:10,000. Erythrocytes 
were washed three times with PBS. A wet mount was immediately prepared on microscope slides, and samples 
were imaged using a Nikon Eclipse Ti spinning disk confocal microscope at 63X magnification using 488 nm, 561 
nm, and 649 nm lasers and the Nikon NIS Elements Software.
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Data availability
All metabolomics data is available at https://github.com/gulermalaria/SLOPE_Analysis. All other data is available 
upon request.
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